Yr3 Learning Letter - Friday 2nd November 2018
Imogen’s Class
English
In English this week, the children have been learning about the
features of a recipe. They were engaged in various activities to
help them understand how a recipe works. They learned that
imperative verbs form the major part of the instructions given to
follow a recipe. Imperative verbs are the small verbs that give an
order and are written as the first word of the instruction, e.g. Stir
the mixture. Learning also included looking closely at printed
recipes and identifying what is common about them. With all
this preparation, I think the children are ready to present
themselves as competent chefs who are able to cook superlicious
soups and record the recipe for others to follow.
Maths
Maths
In maths this week, the children have been learning about money.
They have identified British coins and made amounts using
various combination of coins. Most children have shown brilliant
skills to indicate that they are secure in understanding how to
use the minimum number of coins to make an amount. This
learning can be extended at home by involving your child in
activities with money especially when buying the weekly
groceries. Linked with their DT project, they looked at shopping
lists and receipts. Subsequently they created their own list of
food and purchased two or three items at a time, calculating the
total cost and showing their bill either in £ and pence or just
pence.
Foundation
The children enjoyed sampling a selection of flavours of existing
soups that are sold on the market. They then evaluated and
reviewed the soups they had tasted and explained which one was
their favourite and why. The children also enjoyed a session
outside with Eva, harvesting crops which were planted in parts of
the playground. They identified the weed from the plant and
gathered potatoes, carrots and broccoli.
Trip
This week we were very lucky because we had an amazing trip to
the Horniman to learn all about fossils. The children had a
fantastic time learning how to be palaeontologists and could
identify which plants or animals some of the fossils came from.

Home Learning
Maths
Continue learning the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 times tables in sequence
and randomly.
Learn to identify the coins. Place the coins in the correct order
according to their value. Make a list of different amounts using
the fewest number of coins.

Spellings

